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Ethics And Governance Cpa Past Exam Papers
BPP Learning Media offers a range of learning materials for students working to complete the CPA Programme. Our
Passcards, Revision Kits and i-Pass products complement the structure and content of the CPA syllabus, help focus your
revision and hone your exam technique.
With international focus on good governance and parliamentary effectiveness, a standards-based approach involving
benchmarks and assessment frameworks has emerged to evaluate parliament's performance and guide its reforms. The
World Bank's has been a leader in the development of these frameworks, stewarding a global multi-stakeholder process
aimed at enhancing consensus around parliamentary benchmarks and indicators with international organizations and
parliaments across the world. The results so far, some of which are captured in this book, are encouraging: countries as
diverse as Australia, Canada, Ghana, Sri Lanka, Tanzania and Zambia have used these frameworks for self-evaluation
and to guide efficiency-driven reforms. Donors and practitioners, too, are finding the benchmarks useful as baselines
against which they can assess the impact of their parliamentary strengthening programs. The World Bank itself is using
these frameworks to surface the root causes of performance problems and explore how to engage with parliamentary
institutions in order to achieve better results. The World Bank can identify opportunities to help improve the oversight
function of parliament, thus holding governments to account, giving 'voice' to the poor and disenfranchised, and
improving public policy formation in order to achieve a nation's development goals. In doing so, we are helping make
parliaments themselves more accountable to citizens and more trusted by the public.
This book is comprised of academic work on key current issues pertaining to the areas of ethics, governance and
corporate crimes. The book provides a platform for researchers to publish their work, articulate their concerns and offer
critical perspectives on what they see happening around them.
Challenges and Consequences
CPA Australia, for Exams in 2012: Passcards
New Challenges for Business Schools and Corporate Leaders
Audit Committee Essentials
Auditing, Google eBook
This book is the first to present a comprehensive framework of the theory and practice of corporate governance and business ethics by
focusing on the four cornerstones promoted by the AACSB. Readers will quickly gain an understanding of the main themes,
perspectives, frameworks, concepts, and issues pertaining to corporate governance and business ethics from historical, global,
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institutional, commercial, best practices, and regulatory perspectives. Additionally, there is also complete coverage of all oversight
functions of corporate governance.
Spans the relationships among business, ethics, and society by including numerous entries that feature broad coverage of corporate
social responsibility, the obligation of companies to various stakeholder groups, the contribution of business to society and culture, and
the relationship between organizations and the quality of the environment.
Using real examples of ethical issues in today’s workplace, BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, 8E provides readers with the
strategies needed to make the most ethical decisions possible -- no matter what the situation. By integrating the latest information on
ethics, governance scandals, legal liability, and professional accounting and audit issues, this edition highlights the most recent ethical
issues in today's business environment. The book examines the background and nature of the new stakeholder-support era of corporate
and professional accountability and governance with valuable insights into the effective behavior patterns of directors, executives, and
accountants. More than 120 current cases and key readings provide an interesting, challenging, and practical learning experience.
Intriguing real-world situations equip readers with an understanding of appropriate values, ethical pitfalls, applicable codes of conduct,
and sound ethical reasons. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Business Ethics: New Challenges for Business Schools and Corporate Leaders
Perspectives Across Frontiers
Competency-Based Accounting Education, Training, and Certification
Benchmarking and Self-Assessment for Parliaments
CPA Australia Revision KitProfessional level. Ethics and governance
Accounting: Business Reporting for Decision Making Second Edition is written for students who are required to complete a one semester unit on
introductory accounting, the text covers the basic principles of financial accounting, management, finance as well an introduction to ethics in business
and corporate governance. The focus of new edition is on the application and interpretation of business reports and how the accounting information is
used in business decision-making processes. The text emphasises the conceptual application of accounting and accounting information, providing clear
explanations and applications so students appreciate the significant role of accounting information to all business environments. NEW TO THE
SECOND EDITION New chapter on performance management Two new chapters on Budgeting and Cost-Volume-Profit New content on corporate
governance and ethics Completely new design will engage students with subject FEATURES Develops the user/decision making approach by including
a number of illustrative examples, extracts from the financial media and applications throughout the chapters. Update to date coverage of external
influences, such as professional regulation, CLERP, and Corporations Act, and the impacts to business. Early position of a chapter on ethics,
governance and stakeholders reinforces to students, early in their learning, the importance and ramifications of sound decision-making. Reality Check.
A chapter vignette that links the content of the chapter and concepts discussed to real-world, business applications. Learning Checkpoints. Positioned at
the end of each main chapter section, Learning Checkpoints list the key issues and processes presented in the chapter to that point. An easy to identify
self learning feature. Illustrative examples. Positioned strategically throughout all chapters, they present examples, with worked solutions, that enhance
student understanding of the concepts outlined in the chapters. Self Test Activities. Positioned at the end of each chapter they present a number of
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worked exercises and solutions that will build student confidence and conceptual understanding of the processes outlined in the chapter before they
move on to attempt the end of chapter exercises and problems. ABOUT THE AUTHORS Jacqueline Birt is a lecturer in Accounting at the Australian
National University. She has degrees from the University of Melbourne and RMIT, and is currently a PhD candidate at the Australian National
University. She has had vast experience in teaching Accounting to students at both Higher School Certificate level and tertiary level over the past 16
years. In 2003 she was a recipient of the Pearson Education Accounting/Finance Lecturer of the Year Award and she also received a teaching
excellence award from the Faculty of Economics and Commerce at the Australian National University. Jacqueline\'s research interests lie in financial
accounting (accounting standards) and accounting education. Keryn Chalmers, BCom, Grad Dipl, PhD joined Monash University in 2003, as an
Associate Professor in the Department of Accounting and Finance. For fifteen years prior to this she was with the School of Accounting and Finance
at Victoria University. Her teaching responsibilities at the undergraduate and post graduate levels have primarily been in financial accounting and
financial analysis. Keryn is an active researcher in the financial accounting and financial reporting area, specifically in relation to accounting policy
and disclosure choices of management. Albie Brooks, BCom, DipEd, PhD, FCPA is a senior lecturer in accounting at Victoria University where he has
taught for fifteen years. His teaching is predominantly in the areas of management accounting and business research methods. His research interests
include management accounting innovation issues, corporate governance issues and accounting education. With Judy Oliver he was recipient of the
2003 Vice-Chancellor\'s Award for Teaching Excellence in the Faculty of Business and Law. Judy Oliver, BBus, MBus, CA, is a senior lecturer in
accounting at the University of Tasmania. She teaches management accounting at both the undergraduate and postgraduate level. With Albie Brooks
she was the recipient of the 2003 Vice-Chancellor\'s Award for Teaching Excellence in the Faculty of Business and Law. Diana Beal retired an
Associate Professor in Finance at the University of Southern Queensland. Diana\'s initial training was as an economist and she worked for the
government, both federal and state, for eight years. She also has a commerce degree, and can therefore read between the lines of a balance sheet. She
has always had an interest in both business and personal finance. With an interest in most financial markets, Diana has traded property, shares,
collectibles, forex and options. In addition, she ran her own business for 15 years before joining USQ. While at USQ, Diana has taught courses in
business finance, personal finance, applied microeconomics, macroeconomics, financial markets and financial institutions management. Suzanne
Byrne BBus, MPhil, FCPA, worked in the accounting and finance field, both in practice and academia, for the past 15 years. Her current position is as
a senior lecturer at the University of Southern Queensland. She works closely with professionals in practice and in 2002 was the Queensland State
President of CPA Australia. Suzanne is the recipient of a number of awards including the Institute of Chartered Accountants Teaching Award and the
CPA Australia Young CPA of the Year Award.
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, 6E, International Edition delivers an insider's look at actual companies in the face of a wide range of
ethical dilemmas. By integrating the latest information on ethics and governance scandals, legal liability and professional accounting & audit issues,
this text highlights the most recent ethical issues faced in today's business environment. Providing real-world examples of ethical issues in the
workplace, this accounting text gives you insight into the development of sound patterns of behavior on the part of directors, executives, and
accountants. Current cases and key readings provide an interesting, challenging, and practical learning experience.
Ethics, Governance and Corporate Crime
Business & Professional Ethics for Directors, Executives & Accountants
Timely Columns from Strategic Finance Magazine
CPA Ethics and Governance
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Modern Auditing and Assurance Services

"A society without truth--and the related quality of trust--willnot long endure." --from the Preface Ethics in corporate
America has become a bottom-line issue.Scandals such as the junk bond debacle in the late '80s and therecent
bankruptcy of Orange County, California, graphicallyillustrate just how devastating losses from corrupt
businesspractices can be. Closing the rift between a company's public andprivate face, its avowed as opposed to actual
behavior, is now morethan ever the concern of the accountant. Examining a firm's business records and practices has
traditionallyplaced the accountant in the role of watchdog. And in a corporateworld where ethical ambivalence can
complicate even the mostroutine business decision, a trusted accountant can guide a companytoward a revived sense of
purpose, showing it how to live up to itsown expressed ethical standards--leading the way to new business,increased
profits, and cost savings. Ethics and the CPA detailsjust how an accountant can assess a company's ethical health
aspart of a rigorous accounting regimen--and institute correctivemeasures. The book begins by clearly defining the
accountant's role in thearea of "ethical services," with specifics on establishing andperforming an audit on an ethicsbased program for business,governmental, and not-for-profit entities. Issues such as thespecific knowledge,
competencies, and attitudes essential to theprofessional providing ethical services are also discussed. The second part
of the book takes the ethical pulse of thecontemporary business environment, analyzing some notable ethicalfailures in
well-known companies as well as the range of regulatorydemands on CPAs, including the requirement for
findingunethical/illegal behavior (SAS 82) and SEC oversightresponsibilities. Also included are the results of an ethics
surveyreport on CPAs given to state CPA societies, regulatory bodies, andindustry. Finally, part three looks at the
framework and issues surroundingdeveloping and leading an in-house ethics program, as well as theelements of an
effective ethical program, developing an ethicaloversight committee, benchmarking an ethics program, marketingethical
services, and the ethical challenges in the newmillennium. Ethics and the CPA is a practical handbook for the accountant
onguiding one's clients toward an improved bottom line and financialstability--through impeccable conduct from the
boardroom ondown. Ensuring your client's continued financial prosperity --with anin-house ethics program. Keeping a
firm financially healthy has become more and more aquestion of monitoring its ethical pulse. Assessing the on-thejobbehavior of managers and employees and how closely it measures upto their expressed codes of conduct has now
become part of a CPA'soverall financial review function. And building an in-house ethicsprogram that both leads and
inspires has become one of the keymeasures of an accountant's success. Ethics and the CPA describeshow to make
"ethical services" part of the accounting regimen, withspecifics on establishing and performing an audit on anethicsbased program for business, governmental, and not-for-profitentities. It also surveys the contemporary business
environment,analyzing some notable ethical failures in well-known companies aswell as the host of regulatory demands
on CPAs, including selectedlaws and regulations illustrating the range of compliance expectedin the United States. The
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book also provides the specifics ofsetting up an effective ethical program, developing an ethicaloversight committee,
benchmarking an ethics program, marketingethical services, and the ethical challenges in the new millennium.The
essential guidebook on how to incorporate ethical services intoan existing accounting practice, Ethics and the CPA
showsaccountants how to make their clients' bottom line an ethical one.
øFeaturing contributions from scholars and policy practitioners in a number of diverse fields _ including sociology,
political science, psychology, information systems, media studies, business, management, criminology, public policy
and several branche
Curt Verschoor On Ethics is a compilation of the best business ethics columns that will continue for years forward to be
of lasting educational value. In a company setting, the columns can function as the basis for discussion on proper
business ethics. In academia, the columns can serve as assigned readings over significant ethics events and issues.
Some topics that are covered in the columns include: Value of a Strong Ethical Culture Studies of Ethical and Unethical
Culture Public and Management Accounting Ethics Ethics of Executive Compensation International Ethics Standards
Fraud Case Studies Small Organization Fraud Studies Regulation and Enforcement Whistleblowing Sustainability and
Integrated Reporting Tax Avoidance Issues Students
CPA118 Ethics and Governance
A Practical Approach
Financial Statement Fraud
Ethics, Governance and Risk Management in Organizations
Ethics and the CPA

The many recent high profile corporate scandals highlight the need for companies to do a better job of integrating ethics and responsibility into business
decisions - and for business schools to integrate ethics awareness and training into their curricula. This volume sets the agenda for business ethics and
corporate responsibility in the future. It brings together ideas, challenges, and proposed solutions for thinking about - and implementing - effective ethics
programs in business schools and business organizations. Edited by two highly regarded business educators, and featuring contributions by leading scholars
and administrators, Business Ethics: New Challenges for Business Schools and Corporate Leaders covers all dimensions of ethical decision making individual, organizational, and societal. The thirteen original chapters offer new and emerging perspectives for creating ethical business leadership and
developing organizational ethics initiatives.
This book brings together research works, ideas, critical reviews and strategic proposals encompassing various ethical and corporate governance issues in
workplaces and organizations around the globe. For the most part, organizations are managed by policies, guidelines and systems. Good ethics and solid
corporate governance help to tie these three elements together so that an effective and successful organization is established. Alongside corporate
governance, ethics play an integral role in ensuring the long term survival of businesses. Multidisciplinary in approach, this book provides a platform for
scholars and researchers from various backgrounds and interdisciplinary expertise to showcase their research work, ideas, critical review and strategic
proposals on the ethical aspects, governance and risk management issues in organizations. The book includes discussions of ethical issues in a variety of
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organizations around the globe including the non-profit and non-governmental sector and also provides readers with ideas, guidelines and strategic
recommendations for handling such issues.
The ruination of investors in Enron, WorldCom, Waste Management, Aldelphia, Tyco and scores of other business concerns has raised questions about the
adequacy and relevance of academic research into accounting ethics, as well as the ethical nature of professional parties. This research collection includes
important papers from key journals and books that reassess theories, research studies, and professional practices in the field of accounting ethics. In addition
to examining the current crisis in the creditability of financial reports, many of the papers here work toward developing a body of knowledge that will
protect the investing public in the future.
Accounting Ethics: Crisis in accounting ethics
Curt Verschoor on Ethics
CPA Australia, for Exams in 2012: Revision kit
Business & Professional Ethics
Prevention and Detection

This text focuses on practical development of the skills needed to deal with ethical issues
specific to accounting. Interesting, real-world situations provide readers with an
understanding of appropriate values, ethical pitfalls, applicable codes of conduct, and sound
ethical reasons where codes do not apply. The text can be used alone or with any traditional
accounting text as each chapter stands alone.
Using real-world examples of ethical issues in the workplace, BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS,
7E provides students with the strategies needed to make the most ethical decisions possible--no
matter what the situation. By integrating the latest information on ethics, governance
scandals, legal liability, and professional accounting and audit issues, this text highlights
the most recent ethical issues in today's business environment. The text examines the
background and nature of the new stakeholder-support era of corporate and professional
accountability and governance, offering valuable insights into the development of sound
patterns of behavior on the part of directors, executives, and accountants. Over 120 current
cases and key readings provide an interesting, challenging, and practical learning experience.
Intriguing real-world situations equip students with an understanding of appropriate values,
ethical pitfalls, applicable codes of conduct, and sound ethical reasons where codes do not
apply. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
E-book: Ethical Obligations and Decision-Making in Accounting: Text and Cases
EBOOK: Business Ethics Now
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Accounting
Wiley CPA Exam Review 2013, Business Environment and Concepts
E-book: Ethical Obligations and Decision-Making in Accounting: Text and Cases
Professional level. Ethics and governance

This guide is designed to assist all those who are responsible for providing or overseeing formal education or practical
experience that forms part of the initial professional development of aspiring professional accountants, or the continuing
professional development of professional accountants. It is particularly relevant to professional accountancy organizations. It
is also intended for policy makers and regulators who determine which organizations are licensed to certify professional
accountants and related specializations, for example, audit professionals. The purpose of the guide is to • increase
understanding of the gap between the current skills of many accountants in some regions and the skills that are relevant in
increasingly digitized and globalized economies; • convey the essential features of Competency-Based Accounting
Education, Training, and Certification (CBAETC); • provide a common reference framework for organizations pursuing
CBAETC and the consultants working with them; • assist countries in developing in-country plans and implementing incountry processes that produce accountants with higher-order skills relevant to their economy’s rapidly evolving needs; and
• improve financial reporting, auditing, and regulation. This guide complements and builds on International Education
Standards (IES™) of the International Accounting Education Standards Board™ (IAESB™).
Offers a range of learning materials for students working to complete the CPA Programme. In this title, Passcards, Revision
Kits and i-Pass products complement the structure and content of the CPA syllabus to help focus your revision and hone
your exam technique.
The book is a welcome contribution to the literature on ethics as it provides a broader horizon of investigation than most
familiar works in recent years. Jamil E. Jreisat, International Journal of Public Administration This book provides critical, upto-date reviews on the field of ethics and integrity of governance, along with fresh future perspectives. Focusing on Europe
and the US, it addresses the key dimensions of public service values, the integrity and rationality of governance, ethics
management, and the ethics of governance politics. In each of these four areas, leading international scholars tackle the
main issues and controversies facing the world today. The final chapter synthesizes these views and provides an ambitious
and critical outline for future work in the field of ethics and integrity of governance. Emanating from the much heralded
transatlantic dialogue , this study integrates both the European and American perspectives into a common voice for action.
Ethics and Integrity of Governance will appeal to academics, researchers and practitioners in the areas of leadership and
organisation, public policy and public administration, and public values and ethics.
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Business and Professional Ethics
An Implementation Guide
Corporate Ethics, Governance, and Social Responsibility: Precepts and Practices: Precepts and Practices
Ethics and Integrity of Governance
Revision Kit
CPA's Multistate Guide to Ethics and Professional Conduct provides CPAs with a single reference source
regarding ethics and professional standards set by the national and international standard-setting
bodies, as well as the individual state societies.
Practical examples, sample reports, best practices and recommendations to help you deter, detect, and
prevent financial statement fraud Financial statement fraud (FSF) continues to be a major challenge for
organizations worldwide. Financial Statement Fraud: Prevention and Detection, Second Edition is a
superior reference providing you with an up-to-date understanding of financial statement fraud,
including its deterrence, prevention, and early detection. You will find A clear description of roles
and responsibilities of all those involved in corporate governance and the financial reporting process
to improve the quality, reliability and transparency of financial information. Sample reports, examples,
and documents that promote a real-world understanding of incentives, opportunities, and rationalizations
Emerging corporate governance reforms in the post-SOX era, including provisions of the SOX Act, global
regulations and best practices, ethical considerations, and corporate governance principles Practical
examples and real-world "how did this happen" discussions that provide valuable insight for corporate
directors and executives, auditors, managers, supervisory personnel and other professionals saddled with
anti-fraud responsibilities Expert advice from the author of Corporate Governance and Ethics and
coauthor of the forthcoming Wiley textbook, White Collar Crime, Fraud Examination and Financial
Forensics Financial Statement Fraud, Second Edition contains recommendations from the SEC Advisory
Committee to reduce the complexity of the financial reporting process and improving the quality of
financial reports.
Praise for Audit Committee Essentials "Audit Committee Essentials is an excellent and comprehensive
resource, documented with key references and illustrated with real-life company examples for all types
of commercial and nonprofit enterprises. Dr. Verschoor brings into focus the intertwined impact of risk
management, internal controls, and ethics on oversight responsibilities for both the audit committee and
the entire board of directors. From my personal perspective as an audit committee member and as a
director of both profit and nonprofit entities, this book should be required reading for corporate
management, boards of directors, and their committees." --George K. Gill, Chairman and CEO of PetAg,
Inc.; Director and member of the Investment and Audit Committees of the United Methodist Foundation of
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Northern Illinois "Maintaining the highest ethical standards is critical to the success of not-forprofits in today's world. Dr. Verschoor's book provides a practical, highly prescriptive approach to
ensuring that governance processes meet the highest expectations of managers, employees, volunteers,
contributors, and other stakeholders. I am very impressed with the readability of the book. It
definitely raises one's awareness of the need for a thought-out plan that ensures strong financial and
ethical credibility." --John S. Maxson, President and CEO Greater North Michigan Avenue Association,
Chicago, Illinois A concise and readable account of the audit committee's roles and responsibilities The
Sarbanes-Oxley Act has changed the way all corporations now operate, regardless of size. In Audit
Committee Essentials, goverance expert Curtis Verschoor explains with great detail and razor-sharp
precision why internal control is so critical, emphasizing financial literacy, a requirement under
Sarbanes-Oxley, as well as oversight of the financial reporting process and related controls, ethics and
the internal and independent audits. Written for seasoned professionals as well as newly assigned board
members, Audit Committee Essentials is a vital tool in order to stay abreast of the rapidly changing
governance requirements and responsibilities of audit committees.
Passcards
CPA Australia Ethics and Governance
International Handbook on Whistleblowing Research
Business and Professional Ethics for Accountants
CPA Program

Auditing: a Practical Approach is a new textbook written for students studying auditing at an undergraduate and postgraduate level.
The text reflects how an audit is conducted in practice and the issues that are of greatest concern to auditors. Written by authors
from academic and professional practice backgrounds the text has a practical orientation and presents essential audit topics
supported with constructive pedagogy. In order to communicate the key elements of the audit process a hypothetical case study,
Cloud 9, underpins the audit process and methodology whilst providing a constant example of how general audit principles are
applied in practice. With the educational trend to teach auditing with an industry and practical focus, the text will effectively develop
a student's understanding of the various stages of an audit and how an audit is conducted in practice.
Business Ethics Now 4e by Andrew W. Ghillyer provides assistance to employees by taking a journey through the challenging world
of business ethics at the ground level of the organization rather than flying through the abstract concepts and philosophical
arguments at the treetop level. By examining issues and scenarios that relate directly to their work environment (and their degree of
autonomy in that environment), employees can develop a clearer sense of how their corporate code of ethics relates to operational
decisions made on a daily basis.
On 1 May 2006, the Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (AUASB) introduced a series of new legally enforceable Australian
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Auditing Standards (ASAs), effective 1 July 2006. Corporate collapses over the last five years, and subsequent criticisms of the
audit role, have necessitated a review of the existing auditing standards to ensure audit quality, return stakeholder confidence in the
reputation of the audit process, and reinstate to the profession the core audit qualities of reliability, transparency, trust and integrity.
Modern Auditing and Assurance Services 3rd edition reflects the latest developments in the profession, detailing the audit
procedures under the 35 legally enforceable ASAs. Further, this edition has been thoroughly revised to present a current coverage
of the auditing environment: the increased focus on professional ethics and ethical competence, governance and professional
independence, changes in legal liability for the audit profession, local and international regulatory developments, whilst continuing to
provide a thorough analysis of contemporary audit practice as well as significant consideration of assurance services beyond the
traditional audit. NEW TO THIS EDITION Inclusion and explanation of the requirements under the new legally enforceable
Australian Auditing Standards (ASAs). These standards are closely aligned with international auditing standards, which are also
included in the text for courses that offer an international perspective. The new Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
released by the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board (APESB) is thoroughly discussed and integrated with
auditors' legal requirements. Increased coverage of audit independence and legal liability, with reference to the most recent
legislative changes, including the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program (Audit Reform and Corporate Disclosure) Act 2004.
Full incorporation of the business risk approach to auditing, as reflected in the revised standards on audit risk, as well as
significantly expanded consideration of the importance and requirements on auditors to consider fraud in planning the audit.
Substantial revision to 'Professional Environment' vignettes throughout the text. These chapter vignettes present relevant, topical
audit issues and/or events that contextualise the audit processes presented in the chapter within the business world. A clear but in
depth approach to learning the latest development in auditing and assurance with a sharpened focus in chapter 1 and a streamlined
chapter 16 on the role of audit in enterprise governance integrated into Part 5 as the final chapter. Succinct summary of audit
procedures at the beginning of each transaction cycle to highlight the most importance procedures and key risks in each cycle.
FEATURES Professional Statements at the beginning of each chapter state the Australian and International Audit Standards
relevant to the chapter. Professional Environment vignettes apply audit events and processes to real business experiences - ideal
for developing an appreciation of the professional environment of auditing both locally and globally. Learning Checks, positioned at
the end of major sections in the chapter, provide a succinct listing of the key audit issues and processes that the student must know
before they proceed further. End-of-chapter exercises and problems have been revised. The majority of the Review Questions and
Professional Application Questions are new and drawn from Australian and international professional bodies. Multiple Choice
questions at the end of each chapter with correct answers. ABOUT THE AUTHORS Philomena Leung (PhD, M.Acc, F.C.P.A.,
F.C.C.A., M.I.I.A., A.C.I.S.) is Professor and Head of the School of Accounting, Economics and Finance at Deakin University,
Melbourne. She has over 27 years of extensive teaching experience at tertiary and postgraduate levels; specialising in auditing,
ethics and corporate governance. Philomena's PhD in Accounting Ethics and her Big Four auditing experience from Hong Kong also
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provide an insight into issues relevant to the accounting and auditing profession. Philomena has written for a number of academic
and professional journals in the areas of auditing, corporate governance, ethics, internal auditing and accounting education. She is
also a recipient of a number of research grants and has led / co-authored many research projects in the areas of auditing.
Philomena has spoken at many conferences and seminars and is a well sought after speaker in national and international forums
and media interviews. She has taken an active role in supporting the development and the reshaping of the profession in Australia
and internationally. Paul Coram is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Accounting and Business Information Systems at the
University of Melbourne. He worked as an auditor and became a Chartered Accountant with one of the Big Five firms in Australia,
also gaining work experience as an auditor in London. He has an active involvement with the Institute of Chartered Accountants,
including acting as a facilitator in the new CA Program, as well as being a member of the Professional Standards Committee. Paul
has postgraduate qualifications in education and has lectured at the University of South Australia and in his current position at UWA.
He also has a Master of Accounting, which involved a significant research dissertation into the area of audit quality. He has
presented his research at a number of local and international conferences. Currently his primary research interest relates to the
behavioural effects on users arising from the provision of different levels of assurance services. Dr. Barry J. Cooper is Professor of
Accounting Education at RMIT University. After gaining experience as an auditor, Professor Cooper joined RMIT University in 1972
where he taught auditing and financial accounting. In 1987, he joined the Hong Kong Polytechnic as Head of the Department of
Accountancy for four years. After returning to Melbourne, Professor Cooper was appointed Head of Accountancy at RMIT University
until late 1997, when he took leave and joined CPA Australia, as National Director - Member Services. During his time at CPA
Australia, Professor Cooper was responsible for the operations of the CPA Divisions throughout Australia and Asia and also for the
CPA's continuing professional development business. He returned to RMIT University in December 2000, where he now teaches
and researches in the areas of auditing and professional ethics.
Corporate Governance and Ethics
Business Reporting for Decision Making
Ethics and Governance
Building Trust and Value-Added Services
CPA's Multistate Guide to Ethics and Professional Conduct 2008
Is profit-making the only goal of a business? Should an unbridled market mechanism drive corporate enterprise? To what extent should
corporations compensate for the manifest and hidden costs that are incurred by the society at large? These are some of the questions that
have engaged specialist economists, business barons, corporate heads and management experts for decades. Corporate Ethics,
Governance, and Social Responsibility: Precepts and Practices addresses these issues and deals with three key concepts impacting
contemporary businesses: business or corporate ethics, corporate governance, and corporate social responsibility.
In the wake of ethical scandals and close ethical scrutiny throughout business and the accounting professional today, Brooks/Dunn's
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, 9E provides the ethical insights and strategies you need for corporate and professional success.
Learn why ethical behavior is so important and how to recognize potential pitfalls that involve much more than memorizing rules. You master
the skills to develop a corporate culture of integrity that maintains stakeholder support and enables directors and auditors to complete their
jobs. You also learn how to use ethical strategies to make decisions, as this edition examines the latest information on governance scandals,
legal liability and professional accounting and auditing issues. More than 130 cases and readings highlight new and classic cases of fraud,
bankruptcy and unprofessional practices to help you better understand appropriate codes of conduct and sound ethical reasoning while
strengthening your persuasive and leadership skills for success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society
CPA Australia Revision Kit
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